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Adobe Structures in Tucson, AZ
Heather Schulz

Senior Capstone Spring 2022
Introduction 
My capstone focused on the general methods of 
adobe construction and some of the benefits of 
adopting this material into construction. Studying 
its efficiencies and popularity, my main goal was to 
find out how relevant Adobe is within residential 
and commercial buildings here in Tucson, AZ. 

Methodology  

Literature Review 

Discussion 

Conclusion

*The images on the left are some of the adobe structures 
featured around Tucson- El Presidio Neighborhood, Old 
Fort Lowell Neighborhood & DeGrazia Museum

“Adobe”, also known as “sun dried blocks” is one of the 
oldest forms of construction and has been dated as far 
back as 10,000 BC. Some of the advantages that this 
material offers include thermal comfort, fire 
retardancy, energy savings, locally sourced material 
and labor, and termite protection. The only 
disadvantages that were discussed were that the walls 
need maintenance periodically and that adobe 
structures are not resilient towards earthquakes. 

Teaching our community about the benefits and 
simplicity of adobe construction can improve its 
popularity and usage, which in time could lessen our 
reliance on non-renewable and expensive to use 
sources such as air conditioners and electric heaters. 
We can also work to change policies making it difficult 
to work with adobe. 

The consensus was that there is obviously a reason 
adobe is the oldest form of construction with structures 
still standing today, but there also must be a reason the 
trade and style have diminished in popularity. 
Quotes from my interviews include: 
• “Lasts a long time and keeps the temperatures close to earth, not 

too hot or too cold.” –Homeowner, Anita S.
• “Where is the break-even point between that and the 

construction cost to build?” –Homeowner, Brad S.
• “Construction doesn’t require engineers, just people who know 

the trade and are willing to do the work.”  –Homeowner, Cisco V.
• “Cons: It usually involves higher costs of construction” 

-Old Pueblo Stucco president, Julio Durazo
• “I love adobe, but the local building departments done and make 

it difficult to use. New Mexico makes it much easier to build with 
as the codes are more friendly to adobe.” 

-Kachina Homes president, Mike Arnold

During this study, I utilized interviews from current 
homeowners and individuals currently in the market 
because I felt these groups would offer insight from 
a general perspective. Additionally, adobe 
specialists and modern construction specialists were 
interviewed to hopefully gain an insider's point of 
view regarding Adobe’s usage. 


